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World's Greatest News Story Nears 1,952nd Birthdlay
• * *

• • •

* • •

BETHLEHEM, Dec. 24, 4 B.C.—In those days an edict was issued
by the Emperor Augustus that a census of the whole world should be
taken. It was the first census, taken when Ouirinius was governor
of Syria.
So everyone went to his own town to register. Joseph went up
from Galilee from the town of Nazareth to Judea to the city o| David
called Bethlehem, because he belonged to the house and family c|
David, to register with Mary, who was engaged to him and who was
soon to become a mother. While they were there, the time came
for her child '.o be born, and she gave birth to her first-born son; and
she wrapped him up. and laid him in a manger, for there was no"
room for them at the inn.
There were some.shepherds in that neighborhood keeping watch
through the night o/er their flock in the open fields. Av.
of the Lord stood by them, and the glory of the Lord shone around
them, and they were terribly frightened. The angel said to ll
"Do not be frightened, for I bring you good news of a great joy
that is to be felt by all people, for today, in the town of D,i.
Savior for you has been born who is your Messiah and Lord. And

Mewuf, GIvUitmaA And A JlapfUf, Mem IjeaA

BGSU Debaters

Win Tournament
Debate Squads
Face 15 Colleges
Male debate teams from Bowling Green won the Otterbein Toilette Invitational Tournament at
Westervillc Saturday.
Both groups of speakers tied for
first place—the "A" group with
Denison and the "B" with Oterbein. They won six out of eight
and four out of six respectively.
Fifteen Oh'o colleges participated in the contest.
Bowling Green tied for second
place at Otterbein a year ago.
Prof. M. Harold Mikle. debate
coach, chose the following speakers
to represent Bowling Green:
"A"—Affirmative: Harry Mason
and Aris (Rob) Mallas. Negative: Louis Fernandez and George
Mnragakes.
"B" — Affirmative: Waiter
Baird and Don Johnson. Negative: Carl Silver and David Peterson.

Air Force To Hold
Jan. Interviews
Major Dean E. Hess and Captain Lawrence C. Young of the
U. S. Airforee will be at the University on Friday and Saturday.
Jan. 7-8, and Monday, Jan. 10.
to interview interested students
about the career advantages and
benefits open to college men under
the Air Force's Aviation CadetPilot Training Program.
The two-man team will be prepared to administer the Air Force
aptitude examination to applicants
and will therefore be able to determine at once whether they provisionally qualify for pilot training.

this will prove it to you: You will find a baby wrapped up and lying
in a manger."
Suddenly there appeared with the angel a throng of the heavenly army, praising God, saying,
"Glory to God in heaven and on earthl
Peace to the men he favors!"
When the angels left them and returned to heaven, the
shepherds said to one another,
•met Let us go over to Bethlehem, and see this thing that has
happened, that the Lord has told us of I"
And they hurried there, and found Mary and Joseph, with the
baby lying in the manger. When they saw this, they told what had
been said to thorn about this child. And all who hoard were amazed
at what the shepherds told them, but Mary treasured up all they had
said, and pondered over It. And the shepherds went back glorifying
God and praising him for all that they had heard and seen in fulfilment of what they had been told.
St. Luke II, 1-20
(American Translation)
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Companies Add
Extra Busses
For BG Exodus
Three travel agencies will larva
students during the coming weekend. Standing by is trie (Irevhound Bus Line, the New York
Central Railroad, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
New York-bound students have
already reserved 75 seats on the
New York Central's trains out of
Bowling Green and Toledo, according to K. L. Cherry, agent at the
local station.
To assure quick service to students traveling out of Toledo,
Agent Cherry has arranged for a
special car on the Advance Pacemaker which leaves Toledo at approximately 7:16 p.m. Friday for
New York. This train is nearly
sold out now.
The Greyhound Line connecting
with almost all points in Ohio and
out-of-state transport lines, will
have extra busses on most regular
through runs, according to K. B.
Cook at the bus station on East
Woostcr.
After calling the line dispatcher
at Toledo, the local agent assured
the Bee Gee News reporter that
students would get good service
out of Bowling Green. "Dayton
busses will be sent here if necessary," Mr. Cook added.
C. A. Young, agent at the Baltimore and Ohio station on West
Wooatcr, offers only one regular
(Turn To Page 2)

Eight University Students
Injured In Two Accidents
Eight university students were injured in two accidents
in Wood County last weekend.
An automobile operated by Steven Kaurich was demolished in the first crash Thursday midnight when the car failed
to round a curve on the Dixie Highway near Perrysburg and
crashed into a tree.
The
Treated in Johnston Hospital Hertage, also a student.
were Mr. Kaurich, leg injuries and Hertage car then bounced into the
Avery machine. All students were
face cuts; John Pawlak, foot frac- uninjured
in this collision.
ture; and Donald Beatty, wrist
fracture and back injuries. Peter
Michalsky was treated in the Flower Hospital, Toledo.
Three Cars Involved
It U customary for ihe coeds
Three automobiles and a truck
to tuk the man to the annual
were involved in the second crash
AWS Ckrutmat Formal.
on the Dixie Highway near BowA florist'- truck drove up to
ling Green at 12:30 Friday morna man'* dormitory several hour*
ing. Injured were William A very,
before the dance and delivered
head lacerations and shock; Laa box. The recipient, preparing
Vern Finney, concussions; Doroto go to the dance, opened (he
thy Kanouse and Dorothy Kuntibox and found a white gardenia.
man, cuts and bruises.
Attacked waa an unsigned
A second collision followed
card In a feminine handwriting.
when an automobile driven by
The aix aimple worda were
James Richard stopped to assist
enough to tell a complex atory:
the injured and was in turn struck
"Even if you did aay no—"
by an automobile driven by John

ONLY 2 MORE
SCHOOL DAYS
'TIL CHRISTMAS

Wednesday. December 15. 1948
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Yuletide Tree Decorates Well WSSF Lists
Rules To Cop
Drive Award

PINE NEEDLE PERFUME permeated the air at Student Sen.t.
representative, decorated the "Well" with a Christmas tree, pine
boughs, etc.
(No, it isn't the power of suggestion. You really do detect the
odor of pine. This edition of the NEWS has bean scented with pine
perfume.)
Photographed above i> a student adding the finishing touches to the
Senate Christmas tree above the "Well."

Santa Clous Attends Dance

Winner of the trophy in the
WSSF Drive, which will be held
the week of Jan. S, will be that
group with the highest number of
points according to a point system
approved by Student Senate Monday night.
Joanne Mnlikowski, chairman of
the drive, lists the points to be
awarded as follows: 35 to the
group with the largest percentage
per capita donation; 30 to the
group with the largest receipts
from their bazaar booth; 16 points
for having window displays in
downtown Bowling Green; 10 for
best window display; 5 for putting
up posters; 5 for best posters.
Study Constitution
Petition and constitution of the
newly-formed Men's Independent
Society were presented for approval. Senate withheld consent for
its official establishment, pending
further study by a committee under the chairmanship of John
Compton.
Band committee for the U-A
Prom is negotiating with an agency to engage Elliot Lawrence and
his band for the dance, April 22.
Phil Bilbos, chairman, announced
to Senate that a letter certifying
payment of the initial fee has
been sent to the agency.
Receive "Common." Complaint
That Commons evening meals
he served at 4:45 instead of 5 p.m.
was the outstanding suggestion received in the Senate box last week.
This was forwarded to Mrs.
Mayme Herriff, Commons dietitian, by Senate Pres. Sam Morell.
There will be a Senate meeting
at 6:30 in 201A the first Monday
night after school resumes.

Win Decoration
Contest Monday
Delta Gamma,
ATO Chosen For
Second Place
Kappa Sigma fraternity and Alpha Chi Omega sorority won the
annual SCF Christmas Spirit Contest, judges decided Monduy night.
Life-size figures of the Blessed
Virgin and Joseph stood beside the
cradle containing the Christ child
in the "Peace on Knrth" theme
featured by Kappa Sigma.
Alpha Chi Omega's theme of
"Peace With Perfect Harmony"
was carried out in the form of an
angel holding a harp with billowy
clouds as a background,
Two cups were presented to
winners this year for the first
time. One cup was given by the
SCF Campus Action Group, headed by chairman Myron Jackson.
The second cup was donated by an
anonymous donor contacted by
Pick and Pen, senior men's honor
society.
A trio of judges viewed the entries Monday evening, then chose
the winners. Chosen for second
place in the men's division was Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. Winning second plncc honors in the
women's division was Delta Gamma sorority.
Delta Gamma presented a fireplace scene; a "Merry Christmas"
above the mantle added to the welcome. Candles, stockings, ferns,
and an artificial fire gave the display a more realistic touch.
Alpha Tau Omega constructed a
Christmas greeting card highlighted by a giant candle and a stained
glass background.
Pi Kappa Delta won last year's
"Christmas Spirit" Contest.

Christmas Shopping?
Christmas shopping can be done
at the bookstore. Gifts available
hero include stuffed animals, pennants, luggage tags, packets of
BGSU stationery, children's Tshirts, fountain pens, student subscriptions to Time, Life, and Fortune at reduced rates, and photo
albums with BG covers.

Students Carry Candles
While Caroling Tomorrow

Rough!

Hundreds of students will carry lighted candles while
Christmas caroling throughout the main part of the campus
tomorrow evening.
The two groups which start at 7 p.m. will gradually increase in size before uniting at 8:30 in front of the Ad Bldg.
for an all-campus program which will include "White Christmas" and "Silent Night" by the
A Cappella Choir.
Student conductors of the choir,
Patricia Sanguinetti and James
The Main Auditorium heating
Dunn, will lead the massed finale.
General Chairman Donna Wal- system did not break down, Hut is
ker has announced the particular being remodeled, according*to Rancarols for the serenading of the dolph Ronk, maintenance engineer,
two dozen dormitories and for the who reported that the heating
responses by residents. The units are being moved from the
schedule was printed in last week's organ chamber to the roof so that
NEWS.
the organ will stay in tune.

School Remodels
Heating System

SANTA CLAUS distributed candy
Formal Dance Saturday.

annual

Make It A Happy New Year In Greece; Back The WSSF Drive

A Scene In Athens
Dear Editor,
In the column of A. L. McClain
giving account of the Hillsdale
and Bluffton basketball games he
makes a rather rash statement of
these teams having come from out
of the woods.
It is our opinion that because a
school is smaller than Bowling
Green it certainly isn't from the
woods. These two teams arc after
a fashion doing us a favor by giving us a breather as an opening
game. They have nothing to gain
from these games except an almost
certain defeat to blot a possible
good record.
It seems to us that a few good
words might be said for these
teams that conic each year to absorb a defeat. It wasn't so many
years ago Bowling Green was in
the same class. It seems as though
Mr. McClain could use a little
more sportsman-like conduct in his
column.
Sincerely yours,
George Patterson
Jack Obernaucr
Willard Lilch
David E. Fay
The Editor
Beo Gee News
In the past Alpha Phi Omega
has1 been erroneously named in
print as a boy scout honorary,
former boy scouts and other comparable titles too numerous to mention. This letter is designed to
prctations and to let the students
of Bee HIT understand the purstraighten out all these misinterposo of our organization.
We have no affiliation with the
boy scouts other than the fact that
we are recognized and accepted by
their
National
Headquarters.
Does it mean we are a Boy Scout
Fraternity simply because we arc
recognized by the B. S. A.T Many
social fraternities are recognized
by the Church, but does that mean
that they are religious fraternities?
James A. Rudes, Vice President
Zcta Kappa Chapter of APhiO
National Service Fraternity
Sincerely,

AN ATHENS UNIVERSITY reading room l« pictured .bovc. The
photo waa taken at the Skoupha St. Men's Hostel.
Students here are refugee* from guerrillas in northern Greece supported by the Greek government for $8.70 room and board.
Students are wearing pajamas to save school clothing.
In the lower right corner is Joanne Malikowski, head of the WSSF
drive to send a $2,000 relief fund to Athens.

Campus Bazaar Set For
Annual WSSF Campaign

An all-eampus bazaar, entitled "Sacks Greek Avenue
Shoppe" will highlight the annual campaign of the World Student Service Fund drive, Chairman Joanne Malikowski announced today.
The bazaar, set for Jan. 7 in the Womens Bldg., will wind
up the major portion of the WSSF drive, scheduled for Jan. 3Jun. 10.
Hobeit Bashoie will preside at
This year, half the funds col- »n auction of faculty services,
lected will be earmarked for the
WSSF If the American branch
University of Athens. Miss Mali- of international World Student
This organization prokowski pointed out that this is the Relief.
first time HGSU has specifically re- motes aid to students throughout
quested that WSSF contributions Kurope and Asia in the form of
here be designated for a particu- food, clothing, medical aid, books,
lar university. It is hoped, she and housing.
added, that the practice will be
Recently, word was received
continued.
from Athens that the UniverBowling Green's quota is sity has heard of BGSU's cam$2,000. ■
paign. Mr. and Mrs. A. 0, KlmenDear Sir:
A pep rally, an all-campus movie dorf, WSSF delegates, wrote Miss
I am sure I, ns well ns everyone about WSSF. and several other ac- Malikowski an follows:
else, appreciates the Beauty or the tivities are planned fo rthe week
bells and the Christmas carols and of "the drive. Announcements will Meuaae From Athens
"There are still many students
other songs played on them, but be carried in the Delta Sigma
who do not get enough to eat,
why must these pieces be played
though not quite so many as hebetween It) and 11 p.m. at night? Daily Bulletin,
fore. But all students are now
I have a small baby anil every Each Dorm Participate*
Karh dormitory is participating realizing that they are not getting
night the bells play she awakens
and does not go to sleep until they ill the drive by making posters to out of their educations what they
cense! Why not play the SOUKS be displayed on the campus, deco- should, and what their sacrifices
throughout the day, when they can rating store windows, and prepar- have earned them."
The letter continues with an
be appreciated by all, instead of ing merchandise booths for the
outline of the URGENT needs.
waiting until people are trying to bazaar.
"Project urgent is intended to
sleep?
A trophy will be presented to
If my baby awakens again I the dormitory making the most ef- supplement, the translation and
may ask YOU to come and put her fective contribution to the drive. mimeographing project . . . for
to sleep!
A point system for each activity student libraries, of textbooks
Sincerely,
will be used as a basis for award- which do not lend themselves for
mimeographing; and of books for
A Vet's Wife
ing the trophy.
In addition, points will he students in political exile. These
Editor, Baa Gee News
awarded for each dormitory mak- last are fed and sheltered by the
Denr Sir:
Greek Government, perhaps not as
ing a 100 per rent contribution.
Christmas is love and giving. Afwell as they should be, but nothing
"If each student donutes a mini- at all is done fo rtheir minds, and
ter the crude and tactless intermismum
of
50
cents,
we
shall
go
over
sion spiel at Sunday night's "Mesthey slowly disintegrate in the Inst
the $2,000 quoU," Miss Malikow- period of idleness."
siah" wo are not so sure.
ski
asserted.
The bar-the-door-let-every-handPhotographs accompanying the
Donor of the trophy award will letter will be on display in the
be-counted appeal for financial
support was completely out of or- be announced the week of the Well.
der and a broach of good taste. It drive, inasmuch as arrangements
BUS SCHEDULE
left only two questions: How secu- are still in progress.
lar can "The Messiah" get? and Auction Planned
(Continued From Page 1)
did the Choral Society ever make
In addition to sales of merchan- passenger run at 7:42 p.m. Friday.
its fifty cents per head?
dise at the baiaar, students will of- This train offers transportation to
Don Streibig
fer their services at a price. '
students in the Akron, Youngstown area, and proceeds on to .
Washington.
Time schedules for the various
services are listed for convenience
of students:
Great Lakat Greyhound
North bound—Toledo, Detroit, and
connections east and west.
A.M.—10:06; 10:40; 11:00
P.M.—12:06; 1:00; 2:42; 4:24;
By Jobs Fay
6:16; 6:30; 7:04; 8:23; 10:47
South bound—Lima, Sidney, Findlay, Marion, Dayton, Cincinnati,
Biggest scoop of the week right out from under "Dire's"
Columbus.
nose—Marcus Hanna and Carrol Cheek have sold the Univer- A.M.—8:33; 9:17; 9:68; 11:17
sity Club to three men from Maumee. They are the two P.M.—12:47; 1:17; 2:03; 3:05;
Spangler brothers who now own the Spangler Candy Co. in
8:27; 6:07; 5:67; 7:17; 7:33;
Bryan, 0., and a Mr. Burnett The three also own "The Cot9:07; 11:23; 11:33
East bound—To Cleveland from
tage" in Maumee.
The Messiah was a tremendous year with which nothing else must
Toledo: 2:25; 6:45; 8:45
success, probably better than it interfere, the AWS dance and
To Akron from Toledo: 11:40
ever was because of the use of the the Anniversary Prom.
a.m.; 2:51; 6:40
University Symphony Orchestra.
N.w York Central
If negotiations go through as
Nancy Carr was the outstanding scheduled, Liinm Oliver's South bound—Columbus and consoloist. Her smooth soprano add- "Hamlet" will be presented around
necting points
ed the finishing touch to an all- the first of the year at one of the A.M.—6:29
around excellent performance.
P.M.-3:43; 6:43
local theaters.
The defeat at Western KenNorth bound—Toledo
It
is
hoped
that
the
accidents
tucky shouldn't be greeted with
A.M.—12:44, arrive in Toledo
too much alarm. It is practically which occurred over the weekend
1:45 a.m.
will
bring
to
the
attention
of
the
impossible to beat any of the top
P.M.—12:47, arrive in Toledo 1:26
students
the
need
for
safer
drivteams of the country on their
p.m.
home floor. Bee Gee hasn't been ing in this area and on campus. Chicago coach from Toledo 12:47
beaten on its own hardwood for With children so near at the prip.m.
mary school it is hard to see why New
six or seven years.
York Pacemaker 7:66 p.m.;
the
circle
in
front
of
the
Ad
Bldg.
The AWS danco was really
Advance Pacemaker approxiis
still
used
as
a
race
track
with
a
crowded. S e v e r a 1 off-campus
mately 7:16 p.m.
Baltimore aad Ohio
dances were cancelled by the Dean straightaway from Ridge St. to
North
Dorm.
Youngatowa, Akron, Washingof Women. The explanation given
was that there are two dances a
And so it goes—T.T.F.N.
ton— 7:42 p.m.

9*Uick

fy*i, Ate (fee, 7.W IS A Santa Claud....
To date, the Men's Independent Society I
BGSU's 1948 Christmas present is one of the
finest, most worthwhile gifts ever presented to received the approval and promised suppc |
this campus. It didn't cost thousands of dollars, many top leaders in the Administration, the In
as did many other campus presentations. Its fraternity Council, and Pick and Pen. We cc
price was unselfish fellowship, progressive view- pliment these groups on their foresight and th»
points, qnd a will to cooperate. Bowling Green's demonstration of good sense.
Christmas present la a Men's Independent Sod
The loaders cited above have realized the pres•ly.
ent and future need of organized campus life
properly weaned from reacMembership to the group has no restrictions
tionary traditional restrictions
other than three-fourths vote of
A FINE IDEA, BUT WILL
and contemporary inflated
approval. Color of akin and
THIS ORGANIZATION
prices.
church preference! hare been
REMAIN "INDEPENDENT?"
eliminated as qualifications
We hope—we know—that
the rest of the campus will'
for membership. Dues to the
new organization are set at
cooperate in helping the Men's Independents to
two dollars initiation and one dollar a month. expand and prosper.
Nevertheless, the group already seems to be enFull details on the group are being processed
joying many of the better things of organized for NEWS publication at the earliest possible
moment For the present, suffice to say that the
campus life.
The NEWS advocates that the group be en- former Delta Epsilon Club has realized its origicouraged, given a dormitory (at present Hut "J" nal goal and recently formed our newest and
serves as housingl). and given social and politi- most-needed organization■■- the Men's Indepencal recognition.
dent Society of Bowling Green State University.

Malt Reaulatianl...
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Students at Bowling Green seem to be a little
hazy on the subect of campus mail regulations.
With the coming flood of Christmas mail, it is
imperative that misunderstandings of mail regulations be eliminated.
No writing (not even signatures) will be included In cards mailed unsealed for one and a half
cents. The only exception lo this rule is Christmas and birthday cards. These cards may be
signed and mailed for one and a half cents.
Graduation, wedding, and
REGULATIONS baby announcements containing any written message (in
MUST BE
writing or mimeographed)
must be mailed first class.
FOLLOWED
Campus mail has been
mailed in various and assorted mail boxes. It
has even been mailed in downtown locations.
This Is wrong. Campus mall must bo mailed
ONLY In the Post Office slot located on the first
floor of the Administration Bldg.
Post office authorities have received complaints about special deliveries. Students will
no longer be recnured to come to the post office
to pick up special delivery letters. Such mail
will be delivered with the regular delivery of
first class mail.
Heretofore, there was no personally-delivered
special delivery service. This was to safeguard
against the loss of money sent by mail lo students enrolled here.

Christmas vacation is the time for many weddings along with, we hope, many engagements
. . . Dec. 28, Helen Dombrady, ex-Bee Gee-ite,
and Tom Inman, soon-to-be-wed . . . John Fay
and Mary Benschoter, also Dec. 28 . . . Dec. 26,
Emll Isaacson and Wauseon teacher. . . Dec. 26,
Jean Kruse and hometown-ite . . . Jan. 1, Dot Albright and Don Prillie, both former Bee Gee-essers . . . and just-wed-dept.—Blanche Spangler
and Dick Allen, Dec. 4 . . . "Pug" Mathias and
Merrill Searfoss, again ex-students . . . and
another soon-to-be—Bea Mae Johnson, last year
student, and Cleveland-onion, Donald Hough,
wedding is March 18 . . . Dec. 28, Len Fox, former
BGSU-er, to wed the sister of George and John
Robertson—her name Is Joan . . . Dave Sink wed
lo Findlay-berqer Dec. 4 . . .

WSBQ^nio*...

FOUR STARS AND A HUZZA:

Dire Consequences
Poems are writ by guys like me,
But only Fay gets scoops, says he . . .
KINGS AND QUEENS:

POME:
Christmas cheer for 18 days—
With New Year's for good measure;
Then carry me back to Bowling Green,
What an end to all that pleasure!
writ by leane vocko . . .

The bucket o' suds and carton of tobacco flowAnother relief campaign is opening on this
campus—the annual World Student Service ers to the former Delta Epsilon Club for beginning
the formation of a Men's Independent Society—
Fund Drive.
"Another relief campaign?" Not quite. This may its reign be long and beneficial and not
one is different. This one Is ours. We have terminate in Greek letters . . . and to the fixerpromised our help to the University of Athens.
uppers of the handball courts who started three
There are over eight hundred thousand students—college students like ourselves—in need days before last week's Bee Gee News . . .
today in the world. "Need" means just that— DIRE'S IRE:
need of food, of books, of clothes, of medicine.
Ashes in the coffee—placed there by responThere is one relief organization in this country
which concentrates on helping those students— " sible persons causing the closed formals schedand only one. That is the World Student Service uled for Saturday night to be cancelled and an
Fund. There is one group in which the WSSF evening of night club, New York style (crowded),
campaign—and only one; the students and faculty members of American colleges and universi- as a substitute—there's plenty of room for plenty
of> dances up to and including the Senate
ties.
This is a unique appeal. There are other ap- Prom . ..
peals for needs just as severe—but there are
CHECK:
other audiences to meet those needs.
Everything we give to the WSSF should be reThere was an amoeba named Tex
garded as insurance, not charity. The drive has
Most keen on the opposite sex.
started; the-tfoal for Bowling Green Is $2,000.
When Tex went to work
His keeper would smirk:
"How absurd an amoeba that noxl"

Bee. Qee AtuuA
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MORE KINGS AND QUEENS:
Latest rings and plnnings follow—increase believed due to the installation of telephones . . .
the glittering glits—Don Beedle and Joanne McCaffery. sister of brother McCaffery of BGSU . . .
and a sparkler from Gordon Domek to Betty
Lange, 48 grad . . . and a pin—Norm Kresser and
Lois Wasserman, Toledo-ite ... Ed Moyer and
Lois Glasgo ... Betty Coen and Wabash Collegian . . . Betty Furer and Hooper Jones . . . belated pinning section—Barb Shelt and Don Watkins of Dennison .. . and a ring—Nancy Walters
from Bud Monroe . . .
Pinning follows—Guy Smith and Jo Simpson
. . . Elaine Baddaker pinned to John Richard . . .
Christmas package to Jean and Jim Calldghan
named Michael McGraw Callaghan . . . Interesting Item no. 5617.04 V.—for 3 V. long years,
Betty Mote has been wanting to ring the fire bell
at Williams Hall. Last week was her big chance.
But it was too much for her. After ringing said
bell violently for 15 minutes she collapsed. The
doctor warned against all strenuous exercise for
at least a year . . .
PASS:
Who was that I saw you outwit last night . . .

BEE GEE NEWS
Society News
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iRIS 1RWIN

A
Kappa Sigma fraternity
choral group sang over Station
WLEC, Sandusky, Sunday afternoon. Printy Arthur lead the 16minute peresntation of Christmas
carols.
Bill Burt sang a BOIO.
Bill
Prentice served as announcer during the broadcast, requested by
Sandusky radio officials.
Kappa Sigma fraternity recently sang with the Hoagy Carmichael
show in the Toledo Sports Arena.
The group was twice-winncr of tho
Intcrfratcrnity Sing.

DORIS MASELL

Christmas spirit is soaring; in the
Green houses this week. Yuletide
decorations and parties are on the
agenda.
Tomorrow evening after the allcampus carol each sorority is having a Christmas party.
Celebrating the joyful season
are the Alpha Chi Om.,n who
held a Christmas dinner for their
dates before the AWS dance.
The Delta Gamma's annual
Yuletide formal was held at their
house last Friday evening.
Phi
Mu
sorority
held
its
Christmas dinner Sunday, Dec. 12,
at 6 p.m.
Several sororities held open
houses after the Christmas formul
Saturday night.
Children of student couples living in the trailer camp were entertained at a holiday party given
by the Sigma Rho Taus Friday
from 4 to 5 p.m.
Telephones have been installed
in the new sorority houses! Here
are the numbers as they are not
listed in the phone directory. Alpha Chi Onela, 987 1 ; Alpha Gamma Delta, 8382; Chi Omip, 9288;
Kappa Delta, 8184 | Phi Mu, 18485.
When a Kappa Delta is pinned,
she must go through the traditional "dousing." Tuesday, Dec. 7,
was "the night for Keller." Under
the cold shower went Joyce Keller, with the aid of sever-il sorority
sisters. She was recently pinned
to Ernie Ernsthausen, Sigma Alpha Epailon.
The Sigma Rho Taus serenaded
the fraternity houses and Kohl
Hall Tuesday, Nov. 80. PiKAs
and the Dalta Tau Deltas invited
them in for a "snack."
Initiation was held Saturday,
Dec. 4 by the Alpha Chi Omega
sorority. Jean Williams and Mrs.
Helen Lloyd became active members.
The Alpha Gamma Deltas were
serenaded by the PiKAs Tuesday,

Room Assignments
Sent Out By Dean
All room assignments for the
coming semester have been sent
out, according to a recent announcement by Arch B. Conklin.
dean of students. Students who
have received their room assignments must pay the rent fees before Jan. 3, Dean Conklin stated.
Dean Conklin also stated that
any student who JB unable to meet
this deadline should meet with him
personally.

Dec. 7. A picture was taken for
the 1948-4S Key. The two groups
had coffee and cookies in the sorority lounge afterward.
An open house for the Sigma
Chit was held Sunday by the Chi
Omega sorority. Christmas decorations formed the background
Doris Acklin, Harbarn Jordan,
Sophie Papachrist. and Barbara
Hobensack were in charge of the
party.
Fern Leffel and Doris Collins
were initiated into Sigma Rho
Tau sorority recently. Doris wag
also serenaded by the Theta Chit
on Tuesday. Dec. 7. Sloppy-joe
sandwiches and coffee were Mired
afterward.
The Phi Mu alum* of Howling
Green presented the sorority with
a tea set of transparent glass
which serves thirty-stx.
It was
given to the girls at their birthday party last Saturday.
Two
alums from Cleveland, who were
special guests, presented the girls
with gold candle holders.
With Christmas comes traditional parties and closed formats and
this year ll no different. The Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity held its
closed formal last Friday at the
house. Sal Guidioe was in charge.
Their Christmas dinner is to be
held tonight.
The Sigma Nu fraternity held
its annual Christinas parly last
Friday. It was complete with a

Newman Club Prints
6-Page Newspaper
The second issue of the "Newmnn Views" which is published by
the Catholic student group, was
distributed Dec. r» at a Communion
breakfast.
Issues of the six page mimeographed paper will be printed each
month for the rest of the school
year. The paper was also published several times last year. Activities of the Newman Club on
campus as well as news of cluba
on other campuses are featured.
Uene Laliey is the editor of the
paper.
Assisting are: Dolores
Avallon, artist; Louise Lumlno, social editor; William Fulton, sports
editor; Don Lcdvina and Paul
Konzen, circulation managers. A
staff of 13 reporters and typists
also help in preparing the publication.

personal appearance by the man
in the red suit bringing gifts for
the ladies present
Theta Chi pledges held a dance
in the fraternity lounge Dec. 10.
Open house was held in Ivy Hall
Dec. 12. Theta Chi's fall pledge
class was initiated yesterday. A
banquet followed the initiation.
The Phi Delta fraternity is having a stag party tomorrow at the
Phi Delt house.
Gifts will be exchanged.
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity's Christmas party is tomorrow
night at the house for actives and
dales. In the afternoon, the men
will entertain a class of underprivileged children from the lab
school.
Bob Berry will act as
Santa Claus. The boys received
their Christmas gift from their
houseparents, Mr. and Mrs. Williiam Lloyd. It was a fire screen.
The members of Theta Chi fraternity spent many sleepless hours
last week because of a "masked
marvel" who ran through the hall
at 4 a.m. ringing a bell and shooting fireworks.
The pledge was
finally caught.
The Sigma Nus entertained the
Gamma Phi Beta sorority at a coffee-hour a wek ago Tuesday after
the sorority had serenaded them.
Kappa Sigma celebrated
"Founder's Day" at a banquet
Dec. 10.

"Family Portrait"
Billed For Jan. 12-15
The university pro duction
Family Portrait has been postponed until Jan. 12-15 due to the
installation of a new heating system in the main auditorium.
There will be two more rehearsals before the holidays. The technical end of the play such as costumes and scenery will be ready
after the vacation.
Intensive
practices will begin Jan. 4.

Students Advised
To Clear Charges
Faculty and students are requested to clear their charge purchases before Friday, Paul Shepherd, bookstore manager, announced. Veterans are advised to
purchnse all the books or supples
they will need for the rest of the
semester before they leave for vacation. Supplies to be charged to
the Veterans' Administration for
the current semester must be secured by Friday.

• * •
Club Newg
* * *

DISCUSSING NEWSPAPER WORK with publisher Howard L.
Bush are, left to right: Joan Aufrance, Dean MacMurray, Jane Carlton,
Mr. Bush, and Rudy Mancini.
The group pictured above helped 36 students who recently conducted a readership surrey for Mr. Bush's newspaper, the Montpelier
Leader-Enterprise.
The survey was a project of Prof, Clyde Parker's press class.

Oldest Campus Organization Preserves
Original Traditions; Stages Many Activities
Emerson Literary Society, oldest campus organization, is carrying on the established traditions in
former years.
The programs arc alternated in
which one week the meeting is devoted to parlimentary procedure
and all the rules which arc used
in a Parlimentary House arc discussed. The next program is a
planned activity.
For instance, a mock Republican
political convention was held last
year, and carried out in a fashion
similar to the real political conventions even to the introduction
of dark-horse candidates.
In order to become familiar with
jury proceedings, a mock trial was
held. The case involved a student
accused of stealing silverware from
the Nest. The trial was complete
with students acting as the jury,
witnesses, judge, and lawyers.
A debate was also held. The
statement: "Resolved: All Women
students should have the same
hours,"* brought lorth vigorous
debating.
At the conclusion of
the debate a general discussion
ueriod was held in which all the
members were able to voice their
opinions.

All of the programs are conducted according to Hoylc or rather
according to Robert's Rules of
Order.
Under the direction of
Ralph Mead of the Speech Department, the Society has already conducted a mock trial and are anticipating other fine programs as have
been held in the past years.

Players Will Present
Two Plays Tomorrow
Workshop Players will present
two experimental one-act plays
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the PA
Auditorium.
The plays arc cast from the
workshop players group and arc
produced and directed by the members of that organization.
The
plays are The Tattooed Man, written by Don Streibig of the Speech
Dept. and directed by Ernest Capron, and The Monkey't Paw, directed by Ken Shoemaker.
The plays arc experimental and
and importance is put upon the
movement of actors in the stage
space. No emphasis is put on the
technical side of the productions.
Admission is free and all students,
faculty, and friends are invited
to see the plays.

"■ CAMEL MILDNESS
FOR YOURSELF!
Prove for yourself what throat specialists
reported when 30-day smoking test revealed

NO THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS!
MAKE YOUR OWN 30-DAY CAMEL MILDNESS TEST.
Smoke Camels, and only Camels, for 30 days. Prove for
yourself just bow mild Camels are!
Hundreds of men and women, from coast to coast, recently
made a similar test. They smoked an average of one to two
packs of Camels a day for 30 days. Their throats were examined by noted throat specialists. After a total of 2470 examinations—these throat specialists reported not one single case
of throat irritation due to smoking Camels.'
But prove it yourself... in your "T-Zone." Let YOUR
OWN TASTE tell you about the rich, full flavor of Camel's
choice tobaccos. Let YOUR OWN THROAT give the good
news of Camel's cool, cool mildness.

.yf/oney-SBacA 'Suatmtt/ee/
According to a Nationwide survey;

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
Doctors smoke for pleasure, too! And when three leading independent research organizations asked 113,597 doctors what cigarette they smoked, the brand named most was CasMll

Kappa Sigma Sings
For Radio Station

Try Camels and test them as you smoke them. If, at any time, you are
not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund its full
purchase price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winstoo-Salcm, North Carolina.

BETA PI THETA
Beta Pi Theta, French honorary
fraternity, will give a caroling
party tonight to the children at
the Wood County Children's Home.
Pat Sanguinetti will lead the
singing of French carols tonight.
The party is an annual project of
the French fraternity.
Other projects will be discussed
at the next meeting in January.
BIOLOGY CLUB
Movies will be shown at the
Biology Club meeting tonight at 7
in IMS.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
Christian Science Organization
will hold its regular Bervicc tonight at 7 in 208 PA.
A business meeting will follow.
It is important that all members
attend this meeting.
DELTA SIGMA
Delta Sigma will meet on the
flrst Thursday after vacation. The
meeting is scheduled for Jan. 6,
in the Key Office at 4 p.m.
GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Gamma Theta Upsilon will meet
Thursday at 7 in 100A. Slides of
the Grand Canyon, Smoky Mountains, and other interest points
will be shown. Visitors are welcome.
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
A recent poll, sponsored by International Relations Club, showed
that 248 of the" 339 political
science students questioned knew
what was meant by the term,
World Federation. The remaining
01 did not understand the term.
Of the 248 who understood the
plan, 126 persons approved, 64
disapproved, and 68 were undecided. It was found that freshmen and sophomores constituted
the majority of those who were undecided.
World Federation was the discussion topic for the December
meeting of IRC.
NEWMAN CLUB
The annual Newman Club
Christmas Party will be held tonight at 7 in the parish hall of the
St. Aloysius Church.
The parish is collecting clothing
to be sent overseas and each member in asked to bring an old article
of clothing if possible. There are
lists in the various dormitories
and also in the Well to register for
this party.
Committees are as follows: :Program, John Gillespie, Sue Walsh,
Anne McCarthy, Tom Cooney, and
Beverly
Davis;
Refreshments,
Betsy Smith, Helen Derr, Helen
Wallin, Gene Porter, and Verna
Harting; Decorations, Bill Fulton,
Tom Hagerman, Robert Sterner,
Mike Flannery, Tom Durbin, Lil
Hanic, Ruth Sern, Rita Sern,
Rosemarie Bretts, Ange Geneneses,
Marcia Gillespie, and Peg Chandler.
QUILL TYPE
Quill Type will hold an exchange
of 26 cent gifts after a short business meeting tonight at 7 in 301PA.
SIGMA PHI
Sigma Phi, women's journalism
honorary, will meet the first Friday after vacation. The meeting
is scheduled for Jan. 7, in the Bee
Gee News office at 2 p.m.
SIGMA TAU
There will be a meeting of Sigma
Tau Delta at Dr. McCain's home
on Wednesday, Dec. 16, at 7:00
p.m. Members are requested to
pay their dues as soon as possible.
LAB NEARS COMPLETION
The new foods laboratory in the
Practical Arts Bldg. is nearing
completion. This room is to be
used by the advanced food classes
for their study of meal service.
The laboratory is equipped with
refrigerator, deep-freeze unit,
cupboards, tables and chairs, and
sinks with attached garbage disposal
A laundry has been built adjoining the laboratory. It is equipped
with an automatic washer and
ironer. This laundry unit is an
entirely new project for the department.

IQU

Are More "Greeks"
Needed On Campus

By John Radabauib
(Opinions expressed hero art not repiosealative of too student body or Iho Boo
Ooo Newi. Oplnloni aro entirely those
of poraoni contorted.)

With a number of men's clubs
striving for recognition ns fraternities and with a movement afoot
for the formation of a men's independent society the question asked
this wrek was, "Do you think wc
need mine Greek organizations or
a strong men's independent
group?"
Caro 1 y n 01i
enl ' son, a freshman
from Vermilion,
thought that
the men should
have an inde_ pendent group
B similar to the
women's organA**"' \ ization. She
said, "It would
allow men of
Carolyn Olion
difT e r e n t nationalities and religions to gain
the benefits of a social organization."
B e c a use of
HG's BiM the
present number
of fraternltiet
s e e meii inadequate to I'aul
M a rk e I I . a
sophomore
f i o in Mentor.
"If the university," he declared, "in a i nPaul Markell
tainei its presnt enrollment, then certainly 13

fratcrnities cannot adequately
handle the number of men in
school who would like to join a
frat"
Bowling
Green, in the
oni n i o n of
freshman Elizafa e t h Kos of
Berkey, should
have a few
more fraternities,
but she
qualified this
by
saying,
"there should
Elizabeth Kos
be a strong
men's independent group on campus, because a lot of fellows don't
care for or can't afford a fraternity, but should have some of the
benefits of the association with
other men."
Ilonnic Lou
Staub, a freshman from Galion, said, "I
think the men
need an independent group.
The ind c p e n dents
at the
present time do
not have the
p r o p er faciliBonnie l.nu
ties. If a forStaub
mal association
was organized for them it would
give them many benefits an I also
an outlet for their ideas."

> CSIC Organized In 1944 To Stimulate
S tool Spirit And Loyalty For BGSU

I

I

By Kichard Roesch
Each year, on a pre-arranged
date, as the bells of Bowling Green
toll in the witches hour, the members of S1SSIC converge upon the
darkened homo of Ur. Prout for a
secret meeting. The purpose of
the meeting is to inform the two
sophomores, who have been elected
to join the organization, as to the
ions and aims of SICSIC.
II nigs the membership to tho
tola Df, surprisingly enough, only
hich includes two seniors, two
jun.-rs and the two sophomores
who take the place of the last
graduated members.
Started buck in 1944 by a group
of people interested in forming a
small organisation to stimulate
loyalty to university projects,
SISSIC corresponds in many ways
to u booster's club. SICSIC, however, has no open membership and
the members themselves remain incognito. Students who have been
nosen to join the organization are
(stifled «f their appointment by

letters from Dr. Prout's office.
A trophy is given on Honors
Day to each graduating member of
SICSIC and next fall, which marks
the fifth anniversary of the organization, a banquet will be given for
all of the old members.

uight Up Tree.
But Take It Easy
With The Bottles

"Confessions of a Drunk," the
truo story of an insurance salesman from Cleveland, who couldn't
keep away from liquor will be told
by that man himself at the regular
Student Christian Fellowship
meeting Sunday evening, Jan. 9,
in the Rec Hall at 6.
"Hud" will tell the story of his
own life and how Alcoholics
Anonymous helped him. A question period will follow his talk on
alcoholism. Bud will stay in Bowling Green until Monday evening
to have personal conferences with
the students.
Alcoholics Anonymous, organized by a victim of the allergy to
alcohol and a doctor friend, not
only rehabilitates the thousands of
people who come from all walks
of life to a new start, but also educates the public on the dangers
and implications of alcoholism.

Once upon a time, way up in the
north woods, there lived a little
pine tree. Now this little pine
treo was very sad because all of
his friends had been taken away
to the city to serve as Christmas
trees and he WSB left standing all
by himself.
One day as the little tree stood
"pining" away, wishing that he too
could go to the city, he saw a man
carrying a shovel, walking towards
him. The little pine, knowing that
man was looking for a Christmas
tree and that the man would surely pass him by as many others did.
because of his smallness, resolved
to do something about it. Standing
on his tip-roots and shaking his
boughs with all the sap he could
muster, he finally caught the man's
attention.
"Well," said the man, "This is
just the sise tree I've been seeking
for my front yard," and before
long the little pine tree had been
dug up and transplanted in front
of the man's house.
On Chriatmas Eve the little tree
was decorated and as he stood
there with all of his lights burning
brightly, people passing by would
stop and comment, My, isn't that
a lovely Christmas tree," or "That
sure is an elegant tree."
Throwing back his branches, the
little pine was extremely proud
and he was so contented and happy,
hearing he looked so good, that his
needles fairly glistened with his
radiant joy.
Moral:
During the holidays remember
Christmas trees are the only
things that look good "all lit

up."

Kappa Phi Proxy Plans
Court Work; Attends Confab
By Jane Carlton

Here's a gal whose nickname fits her environment! Meet
Betty George, or "Bee Gee" as her friends call her.
The housechairman of Shatzel Hall and president of Kappa Phi Women's Club finds a senior's year is a busy one. She
is also vice president of Comte Club, active in Student Senate,
AWS, and is a "soon to be" member of Book and Motor.
As a sociology major, Betty is
interested in the juvenile court,
and planB to do her field work
next semester along thiB line.
Her room at Shatzel iB bright
and cheery, and iB flooded with
clever sayings and jokes and colorful with plants and flowers. A
bouquet of distracting red carnations on her desk is a token from
her recent serenade from the Theta
Chis.
Betty's home has been Wauscon,
0., from the time she was born, and
for a small town, she finds it full
of excitement and good times.
Last summer she attended the
National Kappa Phi council at
Welleslcy College in Wellcsley,
Mass. "That 16110-mile trip on the
Greyhound bus was tough," she
said. "I don't believe I'll be taking another bus ride for a mighty
long time!"
Betty was impressed by the
Wellesley campus and especialy
Boston and tho historical spots
surrounding this area. "I guess
I enjoyed browsing through the
attractive New England gift shops
most of all," she exclaimed.
The rest of her summer waa
spent at the family's cabin on the
Blind River in Ontario. "This has
always been a quiet and peaceful
spot," she said, "until this summer,
when our speed boat caught on
fire I No casualties—but a terrible
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added.
In her leisure, Betty enjoys designing clothes and sewing. The
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Spviii. 9*i
By Kathy Arnold
The boys from Sherwood forest
can go back to their place in history now.
Bee Gee's
Archery
Club,
hitting the top
mark in the
flight - of - arrows department, took their
place this fall.
Final results
in the Ohio Intercolle g i a t e
Postal Archery
'
t o u r n ament
show the Bee
Kathy Arnold
Gee female
stringers in top place, ranking
Tallies ran
eight other teams.
like this:
Cellsqe
Bowling Groan
Hiram 1st Team
Ohio Wesleyan
Denlson
Miami University
Ohio Slate University
Bowling Green 2nd Team
Hiram 2nd Team .
Hitam 3rd Team
Western College

Hiu
247
243
.236
233
.225
233
206
187
164
151

Scora
1331
12S6
1124
1113
1067
1018
101S
939
76S
631

Individual scoring for girls on
the Bee Gee club team was as follows:
Barbara Hobeneack
Barbara Botlenus
Carman Lawler
Dorothy Neander

BETTY GEORGE
girls in corridor two at Shatzel,
say, "She's the best proctor we ever
had—always has a smile and good
word for everyone."

Reading To Be Given
At Chapel Service
"The Littlest Angel," a reading,
will be presented by Marjorie Herring at Chapel this afternoon at 4
in the Main Auditorium.

At the close of the meeting in
his home, which Dr. Prout says, "is
the only time of the year I have
anything to do with the group's
actions," the six messengers of
school spirit steal off into the night
with their objective well in mind;
to create and instill loyalty and
entlnisiiisiiin into the hearts and
minds of their fellow students.
A fun organization as well as a
service organization, here are
three cheers for SICSIC whose
letters stand for shhhhhhh, your
guess is as good as mine.

Hits Score
70
398
65
349
59
307
53
277

In over all competition, the local team placed entries in 2nd, 4th,
10th, and 14th places for individual
ability.
Baaketball Competition
Never suspended and better
each year, that's the basketball
intramural tournament.
So m e
keen competition has been seen in
tho three different leagues.
Any team that might be scheduled for a "bye" must report for
roll call if the members want WRA
credit.
No one may play on a
team unless her name has appeared
on the team entry sheet as of

BUOAU

Monday. Check your entry sheet,
because anyone playing who isn't
eligible will disqualify her team.
If any player didn't have the
heart exam by last Monday, don't
report to play on a team because
it will disqualify the team.
Phyaical Education Club
A future in the Physical Education Club will be in the making
Wednesday, Jan. 6, for that's
when the playnight for faculty and
students in the department is
scheduled.
Members are urged to stop
around the North Gym at 7 p.m.
A word to the wise—if you
haven't paid your Physical Education Club dues see your class representative before Christmas.
Make your class the first one to
reach 100 per cent.
Basketball Clinic
Congratulations to Dorothy Fornia, chairman of the Basketball
Clinic and Rating Board, and to
all others who helped make the
clinic a great success.
Attending the program which
was held last Saturday were 230
students and 61 faculty members
representing 44 different schools
from Ohio and Michigan.
Bee Gee's cagers scored a victory over the University of Toledo
team in a demonstration play; the
final score being 14 to 6.
Other events of the day included
discussions on inter-school competition, interpretation of rules,
demonstrations of fouls, methods
of coaching, and officiating techniques.
WRA Initiation
Women's Recreation Association
initiated 13 sports enthusiasts into
their organization last week.
Merry Christmas
That's all for this year.
See
you in 1949.

"GIVE 'EM BY THE CARTON"
-says Arthur Godfrey:
■*;.■„.

Speaker To Discuss
Alcoholism Jan. 9
PU.

"
. rhrittmo* time or any
"And believe me, atCJn.£-^ of g0^\
#-

msr\carton,oecausethey

jfaj^

SINCE SEPTEMBERI2C, 1948
10.401 COLLIOI STUDENTS

HAVI CHANGE!

m
MAKE

YOURS THE

MILDER

I
MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette...
OajlijaW rMs, lam a «i» TBuas Co.

BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY

.

Holy Cross Beats Bee Gee In Boston Garden Tilt
BEE GEE NEWS
Sport Section
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whittaker Seeks Western Kentucky Upsets Falcons, 60-51
More Lucrative
Loyola Next In Toledo Twinbill Friday
Coaching Job
The

By Tom Loomia
FALCONS STILL AMONG TOP TEAMS

HOW MANY "OFT" NIGHTS???
The question now Is whether there are going
to be many such nights with the Andersonmen
not playing up to form. It is hard to reconcile the
T. I. Loomia
performance at New York with that in Bowling
Green, Ky.
This year Bee Gee has a tougher schedule than it has ever
attempted before. Over the holidays, for instance, there are to
be six top-flight games. Only the Valparaiso tilt seems like a
certain addition to the win column and the Indiana ballhawks are
the type of team that can never be counted out.
WHITTAKER SEEKS NEW JOB
Bob Whittaker, Falcon football mentor, is reportedly dickering
with high schools and other colleges in search of d position where
he has more opportunity for advancement and better pay. At
Bowling Green "The Bear" has gone about as far as he can.
The Bee Gee mentor has had rocky going since he came to
Bowling Green in 1941. The war hit his teams hard and it wasn't
until this year that his record could stand with that he turned in at
Sandusky High in earlier days.
The difficulty in obtaining suitable opponents for his grid
teams may be one reason for his dissatisfaction. Very few name
colleges will appear here due to the fact that limited seating capacity prohibits normal financial guarantees.
-Whittaker has received much criticism from student fans,
many of whom claim he is an old school fundamentalist at heart
and is unable to adapt himself to modern college football tactics.
Although it has been argued that his record has not measured
up to the quality players he has available, Coach Whittaker feels
that this is not the case. He has stated that policy of the school
regarding subsidization, plus the lack of powerful alumni backing,
makes it impossible to compete in top-flight competition.

Final matches in the All-Campus
Wrestling Tournament were held
last week.
In the 128 lb. class, Al White
decisioned Dave Sailer for the
championship at that weight.
Alec Steve pinned Pampol and
Davis was given a decision over
Dunham due to an injury to the
latter in the semi-finals of the
1*46 lb. class. In the finals, Steve
pinned Davis to take the crown.
Ed Merideth pinned John Monetta to win the 155 lb. laurels.
Bob Coleman decisioned Ed
Scherrer in the semi-finals at 165
lbs. In the finals, Coleman was injured and Harry Fox gained a decision and the title.
John Plas pinned Bob Reed in
the semi-finals and followed up by
pining Lee Round for top honors
in the 175 lb. division.

Handball Sked
Independent handball competition began Dec. 6 with Hut H defeating the Wildmen 2-0. Other
matches scheduled are as follows:
Dec.
8 Jay Els vs. KPs
18 Hut H vs. Jay Els
16 Wildmen vs. PPs
Jan.
3 Hut H vs KPs
6 Wildmen vs. J»y Els

Swimming Schedule
Dec
11
17
Jan.
8
IS
22
Fab.
5

II
IS
25

At Findlay
At Casa
At Baldwin-Wallace
At Ohio State
FINDLAY
At Waynesburg
ED IN BORO STATE
TEACHERS
KENT STATE
UNIVERSITY
OF
ILLINOIS, NAVY PIER
BRANCH

March

s

WESTERN RESERVE
12
Inter.tele Meet at
Cleveland

11 I md

FOR SALE: 28' N- sional houee trailer
In excellent condition. L Rolg, No. 2 N.
Ridge Terrace. Reasonable.

broke the

news that

Whittaker,

Bowling

yesterday
Robert

Green

H.

State

Diddle's Club Shows
Superior Board Play
And Shooting Ability

— The Redhead —

tor at PeVilbiss High School
Toledo.

in

Holy Cron' Crumdora defeated

lowing quote
from
Whittaker.
"Apparently I have reached the
top as far as salary is concerned
here. If nothing can be arranged
to better my position. I am interested in moving ..."

Bowline Green U.I nie-ht 72-68 in

The 1948 football season at Bee
Gee was Whittnker's best since assuming the reins here in 1941.
The Falcons were undefeated, a
14-14 tic with Jchn Carroll being
the only mar on the year's slate.
Whittaker's desire to return to
high school coaching is understandable.
At Sandusky High in
the 1930s his teams broke state
records by going undefeated in five
different seasons.
In one streak the high school
gridders didn't lose a game from
1933 through 1936.
At Howling Green Whittaker
has won 45 games, lost 20, and
tied four.
The Toledo Blade stated last
night that the reason behind Whittaker's decision is purely financial
and that he will not change positions unless he receives a larger
salary than offered at Howling
Green.
He reportedly is also investigating the vacancy at Cincinnati University where Uay Nolting has resigned.

SAE Hangs On
In Alley Sport
SAE retained undisputed possession of first place in the Fraternity
Howling 1-engue by virtue of a
four point victory over Sigma Chi
Friday evening.
•
Signs Nu deturned to form with
a sweep over Phi Delta that put
the defending champs within one
point of second place Kappa Sigma, three point winners over Delta
Tau Delta.
Last place Theta Chi showed its
best form of the year in heating
Pi Theta for three and ATO,
another cellar dweller, also upset
higher ranking I'iKA by the same
margin.
Individual honors for the evening went to John Roth, Delta Tau
Delta, who bowled a 527 series;
K. Smith, PiKA, had a 525 mark;
Des Devine, Sigma Nu, rolled 515;
Bud Pugh, Kappa Sigma, had a
606 total.
Best games were turned in by
Pugh, who tossed a 222 string, and
Dan Knlarik, Helta Tau Delta, who
entered the charmed circle at 205.
The standings:
Team
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Pi Thetc.
_
Sigma Chi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Delia
Alpha Tau Omega
Theta Chi
Delta Tau Delia _

Pk. Won toil
34
30
29
20
-.19
19
-14
12
12
11

AT..

77<
780
772
736
735
724
716
720
70S
720

a torrid overtime battle at the Botton Gardens.
The Falcone were behind 15-1
in the early tierei of the fimt but
foujht back to a 38-34 halftime
deficit.
The last half was seesaw all the way with the icore tied
14 times.
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AN TONE AND CARMEL BONITO, brother combination on Coach
Bob Leinu'i Falcon wrestling squad, practice for tbo difficult eeaeon

Wrestlers Win
Over Findlay
In Practice Go

Friday night
Bowling Green
runs up against Loyola in one half
of a double header at the Toledo
University
Fieldhouse
and
the
slick quintet from Chicago will be
no worse than an even choice to
come out on top.
Always a major foe of the Orange and Brown, the Windy City
five features towering Jack Kerris,
488 point high scorer of last year.
Hen Hluitt, Ed Dawson, Ralph
Klaerich, and Jim Nicholl. All arc
holdovers from last year's squad
which won from the Falcons at
Chicago, 615-50, but lost here, (1108, when Kerris was sidelined because of a leg injury.
Saturday night Bee Gee and Tolede swap opponents, the Falcons
facing off with Valparaiso's ever
potent outfit. The Indiana cagers
have already lost to Beloit and
Hamline but are showing improvement lately and will be no pushover.
Their ace pointgetter is
Ilenn who tallied 281 times in 23
gnmes last season.

By Gene Veverka

Gamecock Vets Return

Bowling Green State Universiteam

suffered its

first loss of the season last Saturday night, 60-51, at the hands of
the

hardwood

representatives

of

Western Kentucky State College in
the latter'* gymnasium at Bowling
Green, Kentucky.
Coach Harold Anderson's high
flying Falcons entered the gnme
slightly favored to top the Hilltoppers on their court for the first
time as a result of the Ohionns'
smashing 97-04 win from Long
Island University the week before.
Western Kentucky has yet to taste
defeat this senson.
Chuck Share, Rowling Green's
fi'll" center, opened the scoring
with n tap-in which was quickly
matched hy Johnny Oldham. After that Red Speicher sank a free
throw to give the visitors a 3-2
lead.
Charley Parsley, a sharp
thorn in the Falcons' side nil evening then sank one from the floor
to put the boys from the • Blue
Grass country ahead 4-8.
The
lead never again changed hands.
Falcone Lead But Once
After ten minutes had elapsed,
the scoreboard read 1-l-fi with
Western Kentucky on the long
end. From that point, the scoring
was practically even.
The Falcons reduced the margin to a .1.1-27
score at halftime hut that was as
close as they ever got.
Midway
in the third quarter the llilltoppcr*
stretched their lead to 40-2K.
Share and Dudley collaborated to
with ten minutes remaining.
Superior backboard play
hy
Lavoy, Oldham, and Parsjey was a
big factor in the success of Coach
Ed Diddle's cagera.
Gish and
Cate were also outstanding. Mention must be made of the fine floor
play of Gene Dudley and Mac Often for Bowling Green.
Otten
fouled out early in the third quarter.
He had scored 11 points in
the slightly more than ten minutes
he saw action.
Oldham and Cate led the Wcstern Kentucky scoring parade with
17 and 16 points respectively.
, Chuck Share was tops for Bowling
Green with 15 markers.
Otten
followed him with 11

Swimming Team
Inter-Squad Meet
A preview of this year's Bowling
Green swimming team will be held
this evening in the Natatorium at
7:80.

■ui

Loyole Game Friday

By Harris T. Budoff

In Nat Tonight

§^*™
« \

If the locals are to remain in
the upper strata of the nation's
cage teams, they must at least split
with Loyola and win the remaining games.
•

All-Americans Kaftan end Cou.y
led tha victors with 21 and 17
points. Share, who fouled out in
the last quarter, starred with 23.

ty's basketball

The Falcon swimmers will duel
each other in an intersquad meet.
All set to make a good showing
their first year on the varsity
squad will be numeral winners
from last year's freshman team:
Lee Koenig, Harry Fox, Chuck
Woodflll, and Harry Shearer.
The Ohio College Swimming Relay champions are captained this
year by varsity veteran Fred
Kline.
Despite a rough schedule, Coach
Sam Cooper's "aqua-Falcons" are
expected to turn in a fine seasonal
record.
University students are invited
to attend the meet this evening
and watch crack natators perform.
The first regular collegiate swim
meet for BG will take place Jan. 8
at Fenn College in Cleveland.

I

Harold Anderson's cagers are
expecting no Christmas gift victories from the five opponents they
face during the holiday period.
Rudely jolted from the unbeaten
ranks at Western Kentucky, the
Falcons will meet Chicago Loyola
twice and Xavier. Beloit, South
Carolina, and Valparaiso over a
two week span.

BULLETIN

The newspaper printed the fol-

At Bee Gee News press time
"nothing had been arranged here."

Six Holiday Games
Feature Vacation
Basketball Slate
By Chuck Albury

plied for the job of head grid men-

Bonito Boys In Action

LOST: Opal ring. The opal li HI in
an old fashioned prong gold band. Valued at a keepeake. Sue 3VV Return lo
Barbara Miller. Kohl Hall.
FOR SALE: Houee trailer. Small room
attached. Inquire Dale Bathe. Al Ridge
Terrace, after 3 p.m.

Times

University football coach, has ap-

Coach Harold Anderson's Falcons, regardless ot the outcome
of la3t night's game (which was not available as this was written),
cannot be counted out of the national basketball scramble. The
team proved in the LIU game that it has the stuff to go far. There
is no possible alibi for the loss at Western Kentucky—and there
is no reason for one.
Although Ed Diddle's team is not filled with veteran talent it
has the makings of a great ball club. The Hilltopper mentor,
year in and year out one of the nation's top coaches, sent a skyscraper quintet into the battle primed for an upset. Western is
always inpregnable at home and Saturday was no exception.
Bowling Green definitely had an "off" night.
Lavoy, Gish, and even "tiny" Oldham, at 6'2",
made the Falcon big boys appear glued to the
floor. Besides controling the backboards the
southerners showed a greater talent at putting
the ball through the hoop—and they're still paying off on that. The visitors couldn't even make
a good percentage of their layups.

IM Wrestlers
Finish Tourney

Toledo

EMERSON "RED" SPEICHER,
senior
most

from

Akron,

colorful

one

basketball

of

the

players

ever to don the Orange and Brown
uniform.

"Red" has proven him-

■elf a consistent and alert player.
Besides

being

an

excellent

ball

handler, he is showing a consist*
ency at hitting the basket.

Victors in an exhibition match
with Findlay Saturday, the grnpplers from Bowling Green face
their first regular foe of the season Friday at 4 :.10 when they
wrestle Case in Cleveland.
Case, which is annually one of
the strongest tennis in this part of
the country, had an impressive
record of 12 wins out of 14
matches last year.
The Rough
Riders are coached by Ed Marrow,
twice Interstate Champ, and former teammate of Bee Gee Coach
Hob U'imun at Kent State.
Top Opponenti Listed
The Clevelnnders nre but one of
many difficult foes found on the
Falcon schedule this year. Refore
the Interstate matches come
around in March, the Bee Gee
grapplors will meet Waynesburg,
who took top honors in the National Collegiate last year, Ohio State,
and Kent. This is a heavy schedule for a team in its second year of
competition as the squad will lack
the experience which many of its
opponents will have.
In the match with Findlay, the
Falcons overpowered the Oilers, 40
to 8, winning eight and- tying one
of the 11 matches. The outstanding match of the evening was between the team captaina, Carmel
Bonito of Bee Gee and Bill Nickols
of Findlay, 136 pounds, with the
latter winning by a
decision.
Nickols, F i n d 1 a y ' s outstanding
wrestler, lost a decision to Bonito
last year.
Logan Gets Quick Pin
The quickest pin was made by
Dick Logan, a newcomer in the
166 pound bracket, who pinned
Findlay's Nick Perri to the mat at
1:36. Other Falcon pins were by
Ray Florian at 3:36, Tony Bonito
at 2:19, Fred Waugh at 6:27, Bob
Clemmons at 2:68, Hart Hursh at
6:04 and Jack Morimitsu at 4:38.
Pete Boyd dropped a decision to
the Oiler's Ed Haughn for the
other loss. Haughn was defeated
by Boyd in their match last year.
The draw was between Bill Scruta
and Vaughn Now.
Florian, T.
Bonito, and Waugh were particularly
impressive,
according
to
Coach I.eiman.
The 1948-49 schedule:
Dec.
17 Case at Cleveland
Jan.
S At Baldwin-Wallace
IS Al Ohio Slate
28 FIN:'LAY
Feb.
S Al Wayneibuia
11 ED1NBORO STATE TEACHERS
18 KENT STATE
25 UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS NAVY
PIER BRANCH
March
5 WESTERN RESERVE
11 and 12 Inlentate Meet al Cleveland

South Carolina conies to Bowling Green for a contest next Tuesday.
Last year the Gamecocks
fought on even terms with the Falcons until the final minutes when
a tremendous scoring drive carried the locals to a 95-7.1 victory.
Martin, Siakoeai, Cantore, and
Slaughter are back to form the
nucleus of the Carolina team.
Beloit, a contestant in
last
year's NAIB tournament and defeated only three times in 27*
starts, brings an all-veteran squad
here Dec. 28. The Wisconsin college opened with five victories and
will be a severe test for Bee Gee.
Orr anil Erickson paced the
scoring last senson with 408 nnd
.124 points respectively and are
back to lead the team again.
New Year's Eve the Falcons
tangle with Loyola at Chicago.
It is always a still" assignment to
win from the Ramblers on their
home court and this will be as hard
a game as the Andersonmen will
have all season.
Xavier Tough At Home
The following night Bee Gee is
in Cincinnati for a game with
Xavier.
Once again the locals
wil be playing on a jinx floor, having been unable to win in the
Queen City for the past two seasons, although they won rather
handily here at home during both
campaigns.
Morthorst, McMullen, Boxwcll,
Kartholl, and Alston, last year's
top scorers, are all in the fold and
though Indiana U. handed the
downstaters their initial defeat
Saturday night, 03-56, the Falcons
must be in top form if they hope
to win.

Tickets On Safe
For Cage Games
Tickets went on sale yesterday
for the Loyola, Valparaiso, South
Carolina, and Beloit games. Sales
are in the Men's Gym, and will
continue until Friday at 5 p.m.
Prices for the Loyola and Valparaiso games, to be held in Toledo, are $1.50 and $2.00. All scats
are reserved.
An Ac Card and
$.10 will buy tickets for the Beloit and South Carolina contests to
be held on the 21 and 28 in the
Men's Gym.
Tickets for the Kentucky game
on Jan. 11 will go on sale shortly
after school commences in January.
Students who have not
signed up for for the special train
may purchase them at the following prices: $2.90 and $2.20 for
reserved seats, and $1.25 for unreserved seats.

Each year we watch you going home for the
Christman holiday. A whole procession of you
moving together, carrying your suitcases with
Bowling Green stickers on the sides.
This year it will be the same. The girls are
pretty because they are excited and the men,
well, we hear them say, "I've seen the world.''
Hut they're just as excited as the girls.
We hear you sing out (for you are singing).
"Merry Christmas."
"Happy new year."
"Hey, Ed, stay single."
Aiul we confess you make us just a little envious of you as we turn to our work.
We see you at the train station and hear
you call out your greetings and we wonder how
it is possible for you to know everybody.- But

you do.
We listen to you talk. There's so much to
talk about. A boy says, "I want to get a job
so I can buy my girl something nice."
A girl says, "This year I want to get Dad
something special, not just a tie."
We watch you surge forward with your
great force at the bus station. You'd like a
seat, but if there isn't one. Oh, well, it's
Christmas and you're going home.
You stand on the edge of town trying to
hitch a ride Cars drive by, but you retain
your faith. Someone will come along because
it's Christmas and people are always friendly.
We see a car drive by loaded with students.
How did you possibly get that many people
into one car. Isn't it uncomfortable? And

again we are reminded you are going home
for the holiday.
We recognize you who are members of the
faculty. Not quite so noisy. A little more reserved. But when we draw closer we see the
same alacrity on your faces.
So we stand a little apart from you. Watching and listening. Then you are gone. The
train, the bus, the loaded cars, and the confident youths who knew they would get a ride.
And we realize that your enthusiasm is both
beautiful and contagious. For we begin to
feel that same spirit of Christmas. And we
say to you: Have a nice Christmas. Enjoy
yourselves. Be happy. It has been a pleasure
serving you throughout the year and we look
forward to the new year, sharing your optimism.
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BEA AND LOIS
CAMPUS MEN'S SHOP

CROSBY JEWELRY STORE

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS

HOUSE Or FLOWERS

THE LION STORE

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE
CARNICOM & DOTTS
,
Hudson Dealer

I

HOME LAUNDRY & DRY
CLEANERS

LONG'S DRY CLEANERS
LOUIE'S FRIENDLY SERVICE

KIGER'S DRUG STORE

CAIN'S MARCELLE POTATO
CHIPS

HOLLAND SNACK BAR

CHURCH SHOE SHOP

KLEVER'S JEWELRY 8TORE

SAMMY'S DRY CLEANERS
UNIVERSITY CLUB
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